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Abstract The study of electrical anisotropy in the Earth, defined as the electrical con-

ductivity varying with orientation, has experienced important advances in the last years

regarding the investigation of its origins, how to identify and model it, and how it can be

related to other parameters, such as seismic and mechanical anisotropy. This paper pro-

vides a theoretical background and a review of the current state of the art of electrical

anisotropy using electromagnetic methods in the frequency domain, focusing mainly on

magnetotellurics. The aspects that will be considered are the modelling of the electro-

magnetic fields with anisotropic structures, the analysis of their responses to identify these

structures, and how to properly use these responses in inversion and interpretation. Also, an

update on the most recent case studies involving anisotropy is provided.

Keywords Electrical anisotropy � Magnetotelluric responses � Dimensionality analysis �
Inversion

1 Introduction

Within the study of the electrical properties of the Earth’s interior, electrical anisotropy, for

which electrical conductivity depends on orientation, can be recognised using electro-

magnetic (EM) methods, although its proper identification, characterisation, and inter-

pretation are currently significantly debated.

Among EM methods, the magnetotelluric (MT) method is based on the measurement of

time variations of the horizontal components of the natural electric and magnetic fields at

the Earth’s surface. The MT responses are defined in terms of the impedance tensor, from

which apparent resistivity and phases can be obtained, and the geomagnetic transfer

function, or tipper, if the vertical component of the magnetic field is also recorded. It is in

the responses themselves, during the dimensionality analysis of a full data set or during the
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process of modelling or inversion of the data, that hints of anisotropy can be recognised.

However, due to the non-uniqueness of the method (at least for anisotropic structures) and

the lack of exact data (i.e. errors and insufficient data), anisotropy cannot always be

identified. This can happen when anisotropy has the same orientation as the structures in

question, occurs within 3D structures, or is confused or hidden within other effects such as

galvanic distortion or current channelling.

The goal of this paper is to present a review of different works as a guide to under-

standing: (a) how anisotropy affects magnetotelluric responses; (b) how to identify its

footprint; and (c) how to proceed in real situations, with modelling codes and strategies for

inversion. Additionally, a summary with the most recent case studies involving electrical

anisotropy will be provided.

The previous review on electrical anisotropy by Wannamaker (2005) focused on the

causes for the electrical anisotropy observed using electromagnetic methods, with exam-

ples from different continental settings. Baba (2005) complemented it with examples from

marine tectonics. Hence, studies related to the origins of the electrical anisotropy will be

commented on briefly, and applications in specific areas will be presented at the end.

Electrical anisotropy in the Earth observed using EM methods can have a microscopic

origin (e.g., preferred orientations within crystals) or it can be a macroscopic effect due to

the inability of the EM methods to resolve oriented structures (layering or lamination)

smaller than the averaged volume (Weidelt 1999). The causes of anisotropy at different

depths can be preferred orientation of fracture porosity, fluidised, melt-bearing or graph-

itised shear zones, lithologic layering, oriented heterogeneity, or hydrous defects within

shear aligned olivine crystals (Wannamaker 2005). In marine settings, the conductivity of

the sediments can be anisotropic due to grain-scale anisotropy in shales owing to mineral

alignment, or macro-anisotropic due to interbedding of layers of different conductivities,

for which the vertical resistivity is generally higher than the horizontal (Key 2012).

Currently, the interpretation of electromagnetic responses showing anisotropy at long

periods is accompanied by laboratory measurements of the electrical conductivity simu-

lating crustal or mantle conditions (detailed reviews can be found in Nover 2005; Yoshino

2010; Pommier 2013). However, regarding the origins of the high electrical conductivity

and strong anisotropy observed in the Earth’s mantle using MT, there is currently strong

debate. This is because MT observations infer anisotropy coefficients much higher (up to

two orders of magnitude, e.g., Gatzemeier and Moorkamp 2005) than laboratory mea-

surements. Some laboratory data (Wang et al. 2006) show that this might be caused by

hydrous olivine, enhanced by other mechanisms (Gatzemeier and Tommasi 2006), perhaps

at grain boundaries (Simpson and Tommasi 2005). Alternatively, studies from Yoshino

et al. (2006), Gaillard et al. (2008), or Caricchi et al. (2011) point to partial melting.

Wannamaker (2005) also describes papers that relate electrical anisotropy to seismic

anisotropy. Even if the relationship between them is not clear (although this is under study,

e.g., Carcione et al. 2007; Jones et al. 2009a), they point to a common origin. In tectonic

continental settings, the importance of anisotropy (electrical, seismic, or mechanical) is

recognised in the introduction of Eaton and Jones (2006) to the special volume on the study

of continental tectonic fabrics using anisotropy constraints. Among papers on seismic and

mechanical anisotropy, the volume contains articles with case studies using electromag-

netic methods combined with seismic SKS splitting analysis and ones more specific to MT

methodology. Although this review is not focused on comparing seismic and electrical

anisotropy, some of those papers will be discussed.

After a brief introduction on the theoretical basis and terms related to electrical

anisotropy, I will present a review of modelling and inversion codes that have been
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developed over the years. I will then provide the formulation of Maxwell’s equations in

anisotropic settings with the solutions for the simplest scenarios. Subsequently, I will

comment on the features of these responses as described by different authors and on papers

regarding the removal of distortion and finally on dimensionality analysis. The following

section will focus on new inversion codes, how they have been applied, and on work done

analysing several aspects of inversion of anisotropic data using different types of codes. I

will complement the review with a brief update of the most recent case studies involving

anisotropy.

2 Understanding the Responses

2.1 Mathematical and Physical Background

In an anisotropic medium, the electrical conductivity at each point (x,y,z) is defined by the

conductivity tensor

r_ðx; y; zÞ ¼
rxx rxy rxz

ryx ryy ryz

rzx rzy rzz

2
4

3
5; ð1Þ

where x,y,z are defined herein in Cartesian coordinates, with x towards the north, y towards

the east, and z directly down, with origin at any point on the surface of the Earth. The

interpretation of the non-diagonal elements denotes the deviation of the anisotropy axes

from the Cartesian axes (Fig. 1).

The conductivity tensor has two properties:

• It is a positive-definite matrix (z~T � r_ � z~[ 0, for all non-zero vectors z with real

entries). This is required to ensure that the specific energy dissipation 1=2E~
� � r_ � E~

(dissipated energy per unit volume and time = integral of the normal component of the

Poynting vector over a closed surface, Weidelt 2007) is non-negative (Weidelt 1999).

This product would be zero in the air, where the tensor is assumed to have all

elements = 0. As a consequence, the angle between j and E (j~¼ r_ � E~) must be less

than 90�.

• It is symmetric. Whenever the magnetic field does not play a role in the conduction

process (e.g., pure ohmic conduction, as opposed to Hall currents), the tensor is

Fig. 1 Diagram of successive Euler rotations applied to generate any orientation of the anisotropic
principal directions, using the anisotropy strike (aS), dip (aD), and slant (aL) angles. From Martı́ et al. (2010)
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symmetric (a proof of that can be found in Dekker and Hastie 1980, Appendix C).

Therefore, when I refer to only one of the non-diagonal components of the conductivity

tensor, the same is assumed for the symmetric component.

Using Euler’s elementary rotations, the conductivity tensor can be diagonalised and its

principal directions obtained, namely the strike, dip, and slant anisotropy angles (aS around

z-axis, aD around x’-axis and aL around z’’-axis) (Fig. 1), although other parametrisations

might apply. Hence, the conductivity tensor (r_
0
) can be specified by six parameters: the

three conductivity components along the principal directions (r0xx,r0yy,r0zz or, simply, rx, ry,

and rz) and their corresponding angles:

r_
0ðx; y; zÞ ¼ R � r_ � RT ¼

rx 0 0

0 ry 0

0 0 rz

2
4

3
5; ð2Þ

where R is the rotation matrix resulting from the three elementary rotations.

Depending on the number of different conductivity values in the principal directions, the

anisotropy is referred to as biaxial (or triaxial, rx 6¼ ry 6¼ rz) or uniaxial (rx ¼ ry, rx ¼ rz,

or ry ¼ rz). As for the geometry of the anisotropy (notation from Li 2002), one can have

azimuthal (or horizontal) anisotropy when only the strike angle aS is non-zero; dipping

anisotropy when the only non-zero angle is aD; or vertical (or transverse) anisotropy when

all the angles are null and the tensor is diagonal in the measuring reference frame. Table 1

summarises these cases, with particular cases for uniaxial anisotropy.

One parameter commonly used to characterise the amount of anisotropy is the anisot-

ropy ratio, defined as the ratio between the maximum and minimum resistivity values

(qi = 1/rj) of the principal directions: qmax/qmin (which is equivalent to rmax/rmin),

although other definitions might hold as well (e.g., square root). For completeness,

anisotropy can also be described by the anisotropy ellipsoid parameters, anisotropy degree,

P and anisotropy shape, S (Jelı́nek 1981).

Anisotropy can be embedded within 1D, 2D, or 3D structures, in each case affecting the

EM responses in a different way. These situations are referred to as 1D anisotropic, 2D

anisotropic, and 3D anisotropic models. Before reviewing the magnetotelluric responses

for these types of models, in the next section I will present a compilation of the different

codes on modelling and inversion that have been introduced over the years.

2.2 Outline on the Progress of Modelling and Inversion of MT Data Considering

Anisotropic Structures

I will start by going back almost half a century. At that time, the magnetotelluric method

was in its infancy, and the conductivity and the frequency-dependent impedance and

apparent resistivities were defined as scalars. In general, the word ‘‘anisotropy’’ was used

to illustrate any lateral change in conductivity, which occurred when the measured Ex/Hy

differed from Ey/Hx. Neves (1957) introduced the impedance tensor ZðxÞ and the related

‘‘tensorial apparent resistivities’’ (or apparent resistivities). The impedance tensor does not

depend on the magnitude and polarisation of the source fields, and theoretically, only two

measurements at a given frequency are sufficient to determine the full tensor.

Mann (1965) introduced the concept of electrical anisotropy in magnetotellurics and

represented the conductivity as a 3 9 3 tensor. In his paper he formulated the mathe-

matical problem of an anisotropic half-space, assuming a flat incident EM wave at the

surface. According to his development, the vertical fields Hz and Ez are zero at both the
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surface and within the half-space (although Ez within a medium is not zero, in general), and

there are two modes propagating downwards through the medium, with wave numbers

depending on the values of the principal horizontal conductivities. The author points out

the importance of using Z and tensorial apparent resistivities instead of scalar ones;

otherwise, the solution is dependent on the polarisation of the fields. Compared to the

problems of a vertical fault and of a sinusoidal interface, in which solutions converge at

short periods, the anisotropic model counterpart does not converge to these other solutions,

and hence, it shows a different nature than the responses of isotropic media.

In subsequent years, several authors formulated the solution of the forward problem in

different 1D scenarios (O’Brien and Morrison 1967; Praus and Petr 1969; Sinha 1969;

Reddy and Rankin 1971; Negi and Saraf 1972, 1973; Loewenthal and Landisman 1973;

Abramovici 1974; Shoham and Loewenthal 1975; Dekker and Hastie 1980). More

recently, codes were provided by Pek and Santos (2002) and Yin (2006) (Marine MT). The

solution at the surface is characterised by the impedance tensor having diagonal compo-

nents with equal amplitude but opposite signs, and zero vertical magnetic field (hence the

tipper vector T~ is null). Similar problems were solved in anisotropic 1D media for CSTMT

(Controlled Source Tensor MT, Li and Pedersen 1991; Li and Pedersen 1992), in which

case, because of working in near and intermediate field, the tipper vector is non-zero and

provides valuable information; CSAMT (Controlled Source Audio MT, Yin and Maurer

2001), and DC (direct current, Yin and Weidelt 1999).

Abramovici and Shoham (1977) proposed the solution of the inverse problem in simple

1D anisotropic media. Yin (2003) proved that (as in DC, Yin 2000) the solution of the

inverse problem in MT is inherently non-unique (as opposed to isotropic 1D inversion,

which, theoretically, with accurate and complete data, is unique). Due to the fact that

currents flow horizontally, the vertical conductivity cannot be resolved. This is reflected in

the work of Pek and Santos (2002), which presents the forward responses and parametric

sensitivities for 1D anisotropic media using an equivalent azimuthal anisotropy conduc-

tivity tensor that is characterised by 3 parameters instead of 6. Li et al. (2000) presented an

inversion approach to invert CSTMT data for azimuthal anisotropy in a 1D layered Earth,

including electric and magnetic distortion in the modelling parameters, and simultaneously

fitted impedances and tipper, which was not possible using isotropic models. Linde and

Pedersen (2004) presented a similar approach with an application to radiomagnetotelluric

data (RMT). Pek and Santos (2006) presented a 1D MT inversion code based on the Occam

algorithm (Constable et al. 1987). Novel codes were developed by Roux et al. (2011) and

Mandolesi (2013), with joint inversion of magnetotelluric data and surface-wave disper-

sion curves for 1D anisotropic structures.

The first steps towards 2D were taken by Reddy and Rankin (1975) who computed the

MT responses of a laterally inhomogeneous anisotropic media, specifically that of a dyke,

with azimuthal anisotropy both inside and outside the dyke. They obtained solutions for Z

and T~, using two arbitrary source H~ fields. The analysis of the results shows that the

‘‘additional impedances’’ (Zxx and Zyy) are non-zero along the structural direction and that

the skew (ðZxx þ ZyyÞ=ðZxy � ZyxÞ) and ellipticity (ðZxx � ZyyÞ=ðZxy þ ZyxÞ) parameters do

not vanish, as a consequence of the anisotropy not being along the measuring axes. The

non-vanishing of Hz is due to the lateral inhomogeneity rather than the anisotropy itself (as

anisotropies alone do not produce a vertical magnetic field). Saraf et al. (1986) presented

the solution for the TM mode of structures with vertical anisotropy, and Osella and

Martinelli (1993), for stratified models with smooth irregular layers, with the anisotropy

along the measuring directions.

184 Surv Geophys (2014) 35:179–218
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By far, the most known and used code is the one of Pek and Verner (1997), which

computes the MT responses at the surface (EM fields Z and T~) for 2D models with

arbitrary anisotropy (any orientations), using the finite-difference method. This is a reliable

code that the authors have made available to the MT community. Li (2002) tackles the

same problem by computing the horizontal fields and transfer functions using finite ele-

ments, and the computation of the vertical magnetic field was also implemented in Brasse

et al. (2009). Li and Pek (2008) presented an adaptive finite element solver for the MT

forward problem in 2D generally anisotropic media, aiming at arbitrarily shaped structural

boundaries, rough topographies, and bathymetries, such as table mountains, sea hills, and

volcanoes. Li et al. (2012) simulated the CSEM field responses from 2D models with

arbitrary anisotropy using an adaptive finite element approach. More recently, Qin et al.

(2013) derived the quasi-analytic solution for the 2D magnetotelluric fields on an axially

anisotropic infinite fault.

The steps done towards inversion in 2D anisotropic media, with significant progress,

include the following works: Li et al. (2003) presented a methodology to invert all the

components of the apparent resistivity and phase and obtain 6 anisotropic parameters (3

principal conductivities and 3 angles) for each cell, within a 2D structure. Mackie (2002)

and Baba et al. (2006) developed an inversion code that inverts TE and TM data, con-

sidering azimuthal anisotropy aligned with the 2D structure, based on the code of Rodi and

Mackie (2001). Pek et al. (2011) (and J. Pek, pers. comm.) have a preliminary version of a

2D inversion code which considers anisotropy in any direction. Using the Pek and Verner

(1997) 2D code to solve the forward responses, Mandolesi and Jones (2012) are working

on an inversion code, based on a classical Levenberg–Marquardt strategy. Despite some

promising results from their synthetic example, the authors show the difficulty of correctly

fitting rzz. Similarly, Chen and Weckmann (2012) presented an inversion code that adds an

additional term with the variation of the conductivity tensor elements in the penalty

function. Montahaie and Oskooi (2013) implemented an inversion method to obtain 1D

and 2D azimuthally anisotropic models based on artificial neural networks, and Plotkin

(2012) described a procedure to invert laterally heterogeneous anisotropic responses col-

lected using a dense synchronous 2D MT array, which improves the reconstruction of the

full conductivity tensor.

In 3D, Martinelli and Osella (1997) presented a solution for 3D models with vertical

anisotropy using the Rayleigh-Fourier technique. Weidelt (1999) formulated the forward

solution of the MT problem for a 3D anisotropic medium using a staggered-grid finite-

difference method and points out that anisotropic models cannot explain data that cannot

be interpreted by isotropic 3D models of arbitrary complexity (which will be discussed

later in the text). Pankratov et al. (1997) developed a technique, based on a Modified

Neumann Series, to solve Maxwell’s equation for 3D arbitrary anisotropy. Wang and Fang

(2001) and Weiss and Newman (2002, 2003) presented the general solution for a fully 3D

anisotropic Earth, using staggered-grid finite differences, and with examples from induc-

tion logging. Within multi-component induction logging, several forward 3D codes

incorporating anisotropy have been presented (e.g., Davydycheva et al. 2003; Hou et al.

2006; Davydycheva and Wang 2011; Everett 2012 and references therein). In DC resis-

tivity modelling, Li and Spitzer (2005) presented a 3D code for arbitrary anisotropy using

finite elements.

In marine controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM), several forward (e.g., Edwards

2005 and references therein; Løseth and Ursin 2007; Kong et al. 2008; Li and Dai 2011)

and inverse (e.g., Ramananjaona and MacGregor 2010) formulations and codes
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considering anisotropy have been developed. Newman et al. (2010) presented a code that

solves the 3D inverse problem for structures with transverse anisotropy, which is the

situation observed generally in geologic basins. In MT per se there are no 3D anisotropic

inversion codes freely available yet, but in marine contexts CSEM and MT data have

proven to be complementary to image sedimentary anisotropic structures (e.g., Rama-

nanjaona et al. 2011). In this sense, Sasaki (2011) presented a 3D code which jointly

inverts CSEM and MT marine data.

Independently of these anisotropic codes, several authors have approached the problem

by modelling macro-anisotropy using isotropic codes, either in 1D (Padilha et al. 2006) or

in 3D (e.g., Leibecker et al. 2002; Gatzemeier and Moorkamp 2005), as a succession of

alternate lamellae of different conductivities aligned in certain directions.

2.3 Magnetotelluric Responses from Anisotropic Models

In the quasi-stationary approximation, in the absence of charges, and considering a har-

monic e-ixt time dependence of the electric and magnetic fields (following the notation of

Pek and Verner 1997), Maxwell’s equations can be expressed in the frequency domain as:

r~ � E~ ¼ ixl0H~; ð3aÞ

r~ � H~ ¼ r_ � E~; ð3bÞ

where the value of magnetic permeability (l) is considered equal to the value in a vacuum

(l0). I implicitly assume the dependence of the electric and magnetic fields on frequency

(x).

2.3.1 1D Anisotropic Models

In a 1D anisotropic Earth, where the conditions o=ox ¼ o=oy ¼ 0 can be applied, Max-

well’s equations (3a) and (3b) reduce to:

oEx

oz
¼ ixl0Hy; ð4aÞ

oEy

oz
¼ �ixl0Hx; ð4bÞ

Hz ¼ 0; ð4cÞ

and

oHy

oz
¼ �rxxEx � rxyEy � rxzEz; ð5aÞ

oHx

oz
¼ ryxEx þ ryyEy þ ryzEz; ð5bÞ

rzxEx þ rzyEy þ rzzEz ¼ 0: ð5cÞ

As a common procedure, we take the derivative of Eqs. (4a) and (4b) and eliminate the

magnetic fields by substituting their derivatives in (5a) and (5b), obtaining a system of

second-order differential equations for the horizontal electric fields, which has the form of

coupled pendulums equations,

186 Surv Geophys (2014) 35:179–218
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o2Ex

oz2
þ ixl0ðAxxEx þ AxyEyÞ ¼ 0; ð6aÞ

o2Ey

oz2
þ ixl0ðAyxEx þ AyyEyÞ ¼ 0; ð6bÞ

with:

Axx ¼ rxx �
rxzrzx

rzz

¼ rxx �
r2

xz

rzz

; ð7aÞ

Axy ¼ rxy �
rxzrzy

rzz

; ð7bÞ

Ayx ¼ rxy �
ryzrzx

rzz

; ð7cÞ

Ayy ¼ ryy �
ryzrzy

rzz

¼ rxx �
r2

yz

rzz

: ð7dÞ

From Eqs. (6a) and (6b), it can be seen that EM fields at the surface will depend on 3

parameters: Axx, Axy (= Ayx), and Ayy. Whatever is the form of the conductivity tensor, the

value of rzz is always linked to either rxz or ryz, which means that the solutions will depend

on rzz only in the case of dipping anisotropy. Hence, following Pek and Santos (2002), in a

1D anisotropic medium, the conductivity tensor at each layer is equivalent to an azimuthally

anisotropic layer, with components Axx, Axy(= Ayx), and Ayy, which can be diagonalised with

principal horizontal conductivities A1 and A2, and effective anisotropic strike bS.

The solutions of Eqs. (6a) and (6b) in each layer are two pairs of propagating waves,

each with a e?kz and e-kz dependence (as would happen in a 2D isotropic Earth), and a

different wave number k (k1 and k2) directly related to the values of Aij (Pek and Santos

2002). Hence, two pairs of downgoing and upgoing waves exist in a generally anisotropic

layer, the first one ‘‘slow’’ (related to the greater of the two effective conductivities) and

the other ‘‘fast’’ (the one in the plane of the lower conductivity direction) (Pek 2009). The

different values of k mean that for the same frequency, different depths are being inves-

tigated for each wave number.

In an N-layered media, the impedance tensor can be obtained by propagating the

relationships between EM field components from the bottom basement to the surface,

applying the corresponding boundary conditions (either the full impedance tensor or the

Ricatti equations as suggested by Kováčiková and Pek 2002, which significantly simplify

the algebra involved). The impedance tensor has the form (e.g., Jones 2012a):

Z1D�anis ¼
Zxx Zxy

Zyx �Zxx

� �
: ð8Þ

The condition of the zero trace of the impedance tensor (Zxx ? Zyy = 0) is the same as in a

2D model (Kováčiková and Pek 2002). However, it is not necessarily diagonalisable by

rotation if more than one anisotropy strike occurs in different layers. The vertical magnetic

field at any point in the medium and at the surface is zero (Eq. 4c), and hence, the tipper

vector is T~ ¼ 0:
For the particular case of an anisotropic half-space (assuming the effective azimuthal

anisotropy characterised by A1, A2, and bS), the impedance tensor is related to the com-

ponents of the conductivity tensor by the expression:
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Zhalf�space�anis ¼ �
1

2

�ð11 � 12Þ sin 2bS ð11 þ 12Þ þ ð11 � 12Þ cos 2bS

�ð11 þ 12Þ þ ð11 � 12Þ cos 2bS ð11 � 12Þ sin 2bS

� �
;

ð9Þ

with 1i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ixl0=Ai

p
. Along the measuring directions (bS = 0), the tensor becomes non-

diagonal, as in a 2D case. Thus, in the simplest case of azimuthal anisotropy, along the

measuring x and y axes:

Zhalf�space�azim�anis ¼
0 �11

12 0

� �
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xl0

2

r
0 �1

� ffiffiffiffiffi
rx
p

1
� ffiffiffiffiffi

ry
p

0

� �
ð1� iÞ: ð10Þ

For a 1D medium with one anisotropic layer (see model example and responses in Fig. 2),

the apparent resistivities and phases computed at one site resemble those from a 2D model

with identical, but not null, diagonal responses (unless the anisotropic strike is null). In real

data, this is usually observed as a constant phase splitting between two modes at different

sites. These responses can be distinguished from those of a 2D isotropic one because of the

absence of tipper and the repetition of the responses at different sites. In a 2D model, if

measurements were made along strike, the impedances would be identical as well, but the

tipper would have a component perpendicular to the strike direction.

2.3.2 2D Anisotropic Models

In a 2D anisotropic Earth (following the notation of Pek and Verner 1997), considering the

strike along the x direction, the condition o=ox ¼ 0 can be applied, and Maxwell’s

equations (3a) and (3b) become:

Fig. 2 Cross section of a layered model with an anisotropic layer; resistivity and phase responses obtained
at an arbitrary site in the model. Tipper vectors are null. Phases are represented using the e-ixt convention
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oEz

oy
� oEy

oz
¼ ixl0Hx; ð11aÞ

oEx

oz
¼ ixl0Hy; ð11bÞ

� oEx

oy
¼ ixl0Hz; ð11cÞ

and

oHz

oy
� oHy

oz
¼ rxxEx þ rxyEy þ rxzEz; ð12aÞ

oHx

oz
¼ ryxEx þ ryyEy þ ryzEz; ð12bÞ

� oHx

oy
¼ rzxEx þ rzyEy þ rzzEz: ð12cÞ

Taking 2nd derivatives and some algebra, we obtain two coupled second-order partial

differential equations for Ex and Hx:

o2Ex

oy2
þ o2Ex

oz2
þ ixl0ðrxx þ rzxAþ rxyBÞEx þ ixl0A

oHx

oy
� ixl0B

oHx

oz
¼ 0; ð13aÞ

o

oy

ryy

D

oHx

oy

� �
þ o

oz

rzz

D

oHx

oz

� �
þ o

oy

ryz

D

oHx

oz

� �
þ o

oz

ryz

D

oHx

oy

� �

þ ixl0Hx �
oðAExÞ

oy
� oðBExÞ

oz
¼ 0

ð13bÞ

with:

A ¼ rxyryz � rxzryy

D
; ð14aÞ

B ¼ rxzryz � rxyrzz

D
; ð14bÞ

D ¼ ryyrzz � r2
yz
: ð14cÞ

In the isotropic case, equations become decoupled into two distinct modes:

o2Ex

oy2
þ o2Ex

oz2
þ ixl0rEx ¼ 0 TE modeð Þ; ð15aÞ

o2Hx

oy2
þ o2Hx

oz2
þ ixl0Hx ¼ 0 TM modeð Þ: ð15bÞ

For vertical and dipping anisotropy, the equations can be decoupled as well: Vertical

anisotropy (e.g., Baba et al. 2006) (A = 0, B = 0, and D = ryyrzz):

o2Ex

oy2
þ o2Ex

oz2
þ ixl0rxxEx ¼ 0; ð16aÞ
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o

oy

1

rzz

oHx

oy

� �
þ o

oz

1

ryy

oHx

oz

� �
þ ixl0Hx ¼ 0: ð16bÞ

Dipping anisotropy (A = 0, B = 0, and D ¼ ryyrzz � r2
yz):

o2Ex

oy2
þ o2Ex

oz2
þ ixl0rxxEx ¼ 0; ð17aÞ

o

oy

ryy

D

oHx

oy

� �
þ o

oz

rzz

D

oHx

oz

� �
þ o

oy

ryz

D

oHx

oz

� �
þ o

oz

ryz

D

oHx

oy

� �
þ ixl0Hx ¼ 0: ð17bÞ

The solutions of Eqs. (16a) and (17a) would be the same as in a medium with scalar

conductivity r = rxx, whereas those of (16b) and (17b) would result from a combination of

the rest of the conductivity values in the different directions.

In the case of azimuthal anisotropy, r_ðx; y; zÞ ¼
rxx rxy 0

ryx ryy 0

0 0 rzz

2
4

3
5;

A = 0, B = -rxy / ryy, D = ryyrzz, and the equations cannot be decoupled but have

simpler expressions than in the general case (13a) and (13b):

o2Ex

oy2
þ o2Ex

oz2
þ ixl0 rxx �

r2
xy

ryy

 !
Ex þ ixl0

rxy

ryy

oHx

oz
¼ 0; ð18aÞ

o

oy

1

rzz

oHx

oy

� �
þ o

oz

1

ryy

oHx

oz

� �
þ ixl0Hx þ

o

oz

rxy

ryy

Ex

� �
¼ 0; ð18bÞ

and the solutions must be sought at a higher computational cost.

In any 2D anisotropic case, once Ex and Hx are determined at the surface, the rest of the

field components can be computed, through differentiation (or integration):

Hy ¼
1

ixl0

oEx

oz
; ð19aÞ

Hz ¼ �
1

ixl0

oEx

oy
; ð19bÞ

Ey ¼
ryz

D

oHx

oy
þ rzz

D

oHx

oz
þ BEx; ð19cÞ

Ez ¼ �
ryy

D

oHx

oy
� ryz

D

oHx

oz
þ AEx; ð19dÞ

and the transfer functions determined. In general, the impedance tensor is non-diagonali-

sable, imitating locally a 3D subsurface, and the tipper vector is not null.

In order to understand more clearly the differences between the responses from 2D

isotropic and anisotropic structures, I will focus on the simplest cases of decoupled

equations, by comparing the solutions from the isotropic case to those from a 2D case with

vertical anisotropy. For a given frequency x, the impedances and induction vectors at the

surface have the following expressions:
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A. 2D isotropic medium, with the strike along the x axis:

Z2D�iso ¼
0 Zxy ¼ f ðrðy; zÞÞ

Zyx ¼ gðrðy; zÞÞ 0

� �
; ð20aÞ

T~2D�iso ¼ ð0; Ty ¼ hðrðy; zÞÞ: ð20bÞ

B. 2D anisotropic medium, with vertical anisotropy along the measuring axes:

(i.e. all the anisotropic bodies embedded in this 2D structure must have this same type

of anisotropy):

Z2D�anis ¼
0 Zxy ¼ f ðrxxðy; zÞÞ

Zyx ¼ gðryyðy; zÞ; rzzðy; zÞÞ 0

� �
; ð21aÞ

T~2D�anis ¼ ð0; Ty ¼ hðrxxðy; zÞÞ: ð21bÞ

Hence, the forms of the impedance tensor and the tipper are the same as in the 2D case.

However, whereas in the isotropic case, both Zxy, Zyx and Ty depend on the distribution of

r(y,z), in the anisotropic case rxx(y,z) determines the values of Zxy and Ty (TE mode),

whereas Zyx (TM mode) depends on the distribution of both ryy and rzz along the y and z

axes. The different sensitivities of TE and TM modes to the components of the conduc-

tivity tensor were already discussed in Saraf et al. (1986) and Osella and Martinelli (1993).

This is also illustrated in an example of an anisotropic block shown in Jones (2006), where

the TE mode fields (depending on rxx, which in the example has the highest conductivity

value) are more attenuated than the TM mode (depending on ryy and rzz, with lower

conductivity values). As in the 1D case, a frequency to depth conversion has to be per-

formed with care, as each mode investigates different depths for the same frequency. As

for the tipper vector, it is important to note that, apart from depending on the variations of

the conductivity across lateral boundaries, it is specifically the conductivity component

along the strike (rxx) that is responsible for the vertical magnetic field.

The fact that the TM mode is affected by the value of rzz (as seen in Eq. 21a and as

opposed to 1D anisotropic media, in which the responses are insensitive to it) was illus-

trated in the following example from Pek et al. (2008). It consists of three synthetic 2D

models with an anisotropic body (vertical anisotropy) in each: a horizontal block, a vertical

block, and a horizontal layer on top of an isotropic block, and the corresponding responses,

computed for different values of rzz (Fig. 3). It can be seen how the responses are most

sensitive to the value of rzz for the third model, with the anisotropic layer on top of an

isotropic block. The authors also emphasise the fact, arising from the first term of Eq. (16b)

with derivatives on y, that rzz is sensed mainly in the close vicinity of lateral conductivity

gradients (in the third example, the lateral gradients would be between the isotropic block

and the background).

For the case of dipping anisotropy, the expressions of the impedance and the tipper

would be similar to those in Eq. 21a, although the TM mode component and the tipper

would depend on the non-diagonal components of the conductivity tensor as well

(ryz(y,z) = rzy(y,z)) (see Eq. 17b). This dependence is illustrated in the example of Li

(2002) (Fig. 4), where the responses of a model with an anisotropic block are computed for

different values of the dipping angle.

Hence, the particularity of the responses of 2D models with vertical or dipping

anisotropy (i.e. equations can be decoupled in 2 modes) is that the impedance tensor looks
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like those of an isotropic 2D Earth that varies with position and period. However, the tipper

is only a function of the variations in rxx, so it is possible to find ‘‘apparent’’ inconsis-

tencies between Zxy and Zyx, and between Zyx and the tipper, Ty.

Figure 5 shows an example with three models, all with the same geometry (layer, 2 half-

layers, half-space), and the corresponding responses, computed using the code of Pek and

Verner (1997), for 40 sites, in the period range between 5 and 5,000 s. The models are

(A) a 2D isotropic model; (B) an anisotropic 2D model with the 2 half-layers vertically

anisotropic, among which the value of qxx remains constant whereas the values of qyy and

qzz are different; and (C) a 2D anisotropic model, also with vertically anisotropic half-

layers, but with different values of qxx and the same values of qyy and qzz. The responses

for the isotropic model show vertical and lateral changes in resistivities and phases in both

the TE and TM modes, and due to the lateral discontinuity (between 1 and 100 X�m), the

real induction arrows (in red) at the centre of the model point away from the conductive

side. For the first anisotropic model (B), the responses in the TE mode are the same as in a

homogeneous half-space of 10 X�m (no change in conductivity in the ‘‘xz’’ plane), whereas

the TM mode responses are similar to the ones in the isotropic model, reflecting the

changes between the isotropic 10 X�m (top and bottom layers of the model) and the

anisotropic values qyy (1 and 100 X�m) and qzz (100 and 1,000 X�m) between the two half-

spaces. Induction arrows are null (in accordance with TE horizontal responses, but

apparently inconsistent with the TM ones). For model C, the contrary effect is observed;

TE mode data exhibit lateral changes due to the variation of qxx and induction arrows

pointing to the resistive side, as one would expect. The TM mode responses resemble those

of a stratified medium (because there is no lateral change in qyy and qzz).

For the general 2D anisotropic case (when Maxwell equations cannot be decoupled), it

is not easy to describe the responses from an analytical point of view. However, from

studies using synthetic and real data, it has been possible to describe features that

Fig. 3 Apparent resistivities and phases for three 2D models with a vertically anisotropic body. For each
model, the responses are computed for different values of rzz to illustrate its effect (both xy and yx phases
are represented in the third quadrant). From Pek et al. (2008)
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characterise the responses from 2D anisotropic media, keeping in mind that in general they

resemble those of a 3D isotropic media.

Pek (2009) presents a comprehensive summary of the effects of anisotropic conductors

on MT data, emphasising several studies done on the effects of 2D models with arbitrary

anisotropy, including the analyses described in Pek and Verner (1997).

Fig. 4 a A 2D slab with dipping anisotropy in an isotropic homogeneous half-space with q0 = 1,000
ohm�m. The conductivity tensor of the slab is given by the principal resistivities qx/qy/qz = 500/10/500
ohm�m for varying dip angles b. b Apparent resistivities for the model computed for various dip angles b
(aD) at T = 10 s (top: qxy, bottom: qyx). Modified from Li (2002)
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These effects can be classified as:

1. Deflection of the induction arrows

In a 2D isotropic Earth, real induction arrows are considered an undistorted strike

indicator, being perpendicular to it and pointing away from (or towards, using Parkinson

(1962) convention) conductive areas. On the contrary, anisotropic structures attract the

currents induced in the Earth towards the direction of the preferred conductivity in the

anisotropic domains, and the induction arrows can be deflected, to lower or higher degrees,

depending on the depth and extent of the anisotropic domains. This implies that the strike

directions indicated by the impedance tensor and the induction arrows are inconsistent.

Figure 6 shows two examples from Pek and Verner (1997), with a model for which this

deflection is towards the direction perpendicular to the anisotropic strike (model A), which

is what would be expected intuitively, and a second model (model B), for which the effect

of the anisotropy is that the induction arrows become almost parallel to the anisotropic

Fig. 5 2D models with their corresponding responses: induction vector maps (non-reversed, Wiese
convention) and pseudosections of the xy (TE) and yx (TM) apparent resistivities and phases. a Isotropic
model. b Anisotropic model with 2 anisotropic half-layers, both with the same value of qxx; c Anisotropic
model with 2 anisotropic half-layers, with different values of qxx and the same values of qyy and qzz
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strike as a consequence of a chain of induction processes under the inter-mode coupling

conditions. Weidelt (1999) also uses an example of a 2D model with an anisotropic

conductor (with principal directions not aligned to the measuring directions) overlaying an

isotropic layer with laterally varying conductivity, showing how the vertical field is gen-

erated and deflected due to the anisotropic conductor.

In a real context, Brasse et al. (2009) presented, for the South-Central Chilean conti-

nental margin, a 2D model with a lower crust formed by different anisotropic domains

(Fig. 7A), where the responses fit the measured induction arrows (pointing NE), which was

not possible using a 3D model. In the proposed model, the ocean (East) extends below the

continental NE oriented anisotropic layer and both structures are coupled. Thus, the

resulting induction arrows (P4) are deflected from what would result from a simple vec-

torial addition (P3) of the ocean (P1) and the anisotropic layer (P2) induction arrows.

2. Distortion effects in the responses

The responses of 2D models with generally anisotropic bodies can be highly distorted,

in the sense that the diagonal components of the impedances dominate over the non-

diagonal ones and that the phases of the principal impedances roll out of their natural

quadrant (Phases Rolling out of Quadrant, PROQ, as described by Chouteau and Tournerie

2000). These effects have been simulated by an outcropping anisotropic block, with the

anisotropic azimuth different than the structural azimuth, either within an isotropic

background (Pek 2009) or underlain by an anisotropic layer with principal directions

orthogonal to the ones of the block (Heise and Pous 2003).

The PROQ effect is a consequence of the continuity of the normal current densities and

tangential electric field across a contact separating two media of different conductivities. In

a 2D model with the strike along the x direction, any discontinuity would be along the x

Fig. 6 Top view of polar impedance diagrams and real induction arrows at different points of the surface of
models A and B, represented below, for periods between 30 and 3,000 s. Blue dashed arrows indicate the
strike and anisotropy directions. A Anisotropic half-layer inserted in an isotropic half-space. B Model
containing an anisotropic layer underlain by an isotropic half-space. Modified from Pek and Verner (1997)
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direction too, and this condition applies for the electric field in the TE mode (Ex), which is

always continuous, and for the current density in the y direction (assuming that the dis-

continuity is vertical) (jy = (r�E)y). If the media on each side of the discontinuity are

isotropic with r1 and r2, this implies that Ex1 = Ex2 and because jy = r�Ey, then

r2Ey2 = r1Ey1; hence, Ey2 = (r1/r2)Ey1. Because r1/r2 is a real number, the amplitude

of Ey changes but not its phase. If the media are anisotropic, the conductivities are tensorial

and the condition of the current densities implies that Ex1 = Ex2 and (r_2E2)y = (r_1E1)y. In

this case, unless the anisotropy is aligned with the measuring axes or for a specific com-

bination of the tensor and field components, the phases of Ey2 and Ey1 will be different, and

it is possible that one of these moves from its natural quadrant.

Pek (2009) shows an example of an outcropping anisotropic block, within an isotropic

layered host, having an anisotropic strike of 30� (Fig. 8). The responses of the model show

both effects described, phases rolling out of quadrant, and significantly high diagonal

components. Specifically, PROQ is identified when the measuring directions are away

from both the structural and the anisotropic strike.

Heise and Pous (2001) studied in detail the responses generated by a 2D model with an

anisotropic block underlain by an anisotropic layer (modified from Pek and Verner 1997),

having different anisotropic strikes (Fig. 9), that were characterised by phases out of

quadrant at some sites (on top of the block or close to its edges) and periods. By varying

different parameters of the model, they concluded that the phases out of quadrant happens

when the anisotropy ratio is high (either in the block or in the layer), the host medium is

more resistive than the maximum resistivity of the anisotropic block, the difference

between anisotropic strikes is high, and the block is near the surface and relatively narrow.

The authors show, in terms of the electric field, that PROQ occurs for the TM mode

Fig. 7 A 2D anisotropic model for the South-Central Chilean margin that best fits the real induction arrows
(shown on top of the model). B Scheme of the influence of the anisotropic blocks and the ocean near and
farther from the coast. P1 coast effect, P2 anisotropic layer, P3 vector addition of (P1) and (P2); P4 vector
resulting from the anisotropic model. Modified from Brasse et al. (2009)
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impedances. It is also important to note that these effects mainly affect the sites near the

anisotropic block, leaving the rest of the 2D regional structure unaffected. From this study,

the authors generated a 2D anisotropic model with shallow anisotropic anomalies to fit the

MT data measured in the Ossa Morena Zone (SW Iberia), where anomalous phases at some

sites occurred. In contrast, the rest of sites, away from the anisotropic blocks, could be

inverted using a 2D isotropic code. Similar tests were performed by Chen et al. (2009),

with data from South Africa, leading to similar conclusions, and in Weckmann et al.

(2012), who discard the data with phases out of quadrant in the 2D isotropic inversion,

because those do not affect the general regional structure.

Overall, the responses of a generally anisotropic 2D medium are characterised by

apparent inconsistencies between the strike direction (defined on the basis of the properties

of the MT impedance tensor) and the tipper vectors, and by the phases rolling out of their

natural quadrants. The first effect can be observed even when anisotropy is aligned with the

2D structure (e.g., Fig. 5, where there is a clear strike direction but the tipper can be null),

Fig. 8 Top and front view of a 2D model with an anisotropic block in an isotropic layered medium, and the
responses (apparent resistivities and phases and polar diagrams) computed at the centre of the model along
different directions (0� is the structural strike and 30� is the anisotropic strike of the block). Modified from
Pek (2009)
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whereas the phases out of quadrant are observed when the anisotropic bodies are not

aligned with the structure, as a consequence of the boundary conditions on the margins of

the anisotropic bodies. However, phases out of quadrant can be also explained by the data

being affected by galvanic distortion (Chouteau and Tournerie 2000; Lilley and Weaver

2010), 2D structures with high resistivity contrasts (Selway et al. 2012), or certain 3D

conductive bodies generating strong current channelling (Lezaeta and Haak 2003), such as

an L-shaped body (Ichihara and Mogi 2009). An example with a superposition of these

effects was given by Weckmann et al. (2003) in which the complexity of the data is

explained by a model with three main features: a shallow conductive ring structure, a

crustal anisotropic layer, and an elongated conductor producing current channelling.

Fig. 9 2D model with an anisotropic block underlain by an anisotropic layer, with different directions of
the maximum conductivities (in this case, perpendicular), and the MT responses computed at 6 points at the
surface (phases are represented using e?ixt convention, and yx phases are shifted 180�). From Heise and
Pous (2001)
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A procedure that is often used to rule out 3D effects is to create a 3D model and calculate

the responses. If, after testing the grid resolution, the 3D model responses cannot fit both

the impedances and the induction arrows, then the data must be anisotropic (e.g., Padilha

et al. 2006; Brasse et al. 2009; Ruiz-Constán et al. 2010). However, care must be taken in

this approach, because in order to justify anisotropy, all the responses should fail to fit the

3D model, unless there is other geological or geophysical evidence.

2.3.3 3D Anisotropic Models

In a 3D anisotropic Earth, the general Eqs. (3a) and (3b) must be developed without any

simplification and the solutions have a general form, with generally non-diagonalisable

impedances, possibly phases out of quadrant, and no specific patterns to the induction

vectors. As already mentioned in Sect. 2.2, responses from an anisotropic model should

also be interpretable by an isotropic model of arbitrary complexity (Weidelt 1999).

According to Weidelt, this is a consequence of the EM induction studies imaging spatial

averages, for which the microstructure of the conduction mechanisms is inaccessible, and

hence, all anisotropy can be explained by structural anisotropy resulting from spatial

averages over isotropic structures with a preferred orientation. However, this equivalence

should be understood as a practical problem resulting from the limited resolution of the MT

method and not as a rigorous statement (J. Pek, pers. comm.).

2.3.4 Anisotropy, Galvanic Distortion, and Impedance Tensor Decomposition

To finish this section, I will comment on the galvanic effects generated by small-scale

superficial bodies on the responses of models with anisotropy. In MT, galvanic distortion

can be modelled as a 2 9 2 real matrix that multiplies the impedance tensor. In isotropic

situations, it is possible to identify and remove (sometimes with an unknown and

unknowable scale effect) galvanic effects over 1D and 2D structures. In three-dimensional

geoelectric structures, it is not easy to perform the decomposition unless the characteristics

of the distortion are well known, although several approaches have been proposed (e.g.,

Jones 2012b and references therein).

For 1D anisotropic structures, some theoretical studies have been performed on the

effects of galvanic distortion:

Santos and Mendes-Victor (2000) compare impedance responses affected by galvanic

distortion for 2D isotropic structures (3D/2D) and two particular cases of 1D anisotropic

structures (3D/1Danis). In the principal directions of a 2D structure affected by galvanic

distortion, the impedance tensor becomes:

Z3D=2D ¼ C � Z2D ¼
c1 c2

c3 c4

� �
0 Zxy

Zyx 0

� �
¼ c2Zyx c1Zxy

c4Zyx c3Zxy

� �
: ð22Þ

In the axes of the anisotropy for a 1D model with a single anisotropic layer (1D-anis1) (or

different anisotropic layers with the same principal axes orientations), affected by galvanic

distortion, the distorted impedance tensor takes the same form:

Z3D=1D�anis1 ¼ C � Z1D�anis1 ¼
c1 c2

c3 c4

� �
0 Zxy

Zyx 0

� �
¼ c2Zyx c1Zxy

c4Zyx c3Zxy

� �
; ð23Þ

whereas if the 1D model has more than one anisotropic layer, with different principal axes

(1D-anis2), then the distorted impedance tensor becomes:
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Z3D=1D�anis2 ¼ C � Z1D�anis2 ¼
c1 c2

c3 c4

� �
Zxx Zxy

Zyx �Zxx

� �

¼ c1Zxx þ c2Zyx c1Zxy � c2Zxx

c4Zyx þ c3Zxx �c4Zxx þ c3Zxy

� �
; ð24Þ

where the reference frame can be aligned with one of the layers’ principal axes. After

performing a 3D/2D decomposition to recover the regional responses using synthetic data,

the authors indicate the difficulty of recovering the undistorted tensor in the second

anisotropic case.

Kováčiková and Pek (2002), as an application of the Ricatti equations developed for 1D

anisotropic media, studied the influence of a depth-variable regional strike on magneto-

telluric decomposition results, with the variable strike simulated by a variable anisotropy

within the 1D model. When the anisotropic layers are separated, the inclusion of magnetic

distortions allows for a better retrieval of the strike directions.

Jones (2012a) tackled the problem of removing galvanic distortion in 1D anisotropic

responses (for a general model, as in Eq. 24), following a hypothesis testing statistical

approach with a parametrisation used for 3D structures, 3D/1Danis. The following example

was used to test the approach. A synthetic 1D model of the lithosphere and asthenosphere

with 2 anisotropic layers was created (used to describe the MT responses over the Great

Slave Lake shear zone in northwestern Canada), and the responses were computed using

the 1D code of Pek and Santos (2002) (Fig. 10A). Noise and galvanic distortion (twist

angle of -5� and shear angle of ?30�) were added to the responses (Fig. 10B). Using a

3D/2D approach, the resulting distortion parameters are inconsistent because the strike

angle does not match with any of the anisotropic layer azimuths, and neither the twist nor

the shear values are properly recovered. If the new approach 3D/1Danis is applied, the

distortion values are properly recovered and the corrected responses are consistent with the

original undistorted ones (Fig. 10C). The method was also applied to data from Central

Germany (DIE site) and the Great Slave Craton shear zone.

The formulation of the galvanic distortion decomposition for more complex anisotropic

structures (3D/2Danis or 3D/3Danis) remains unsolved, given the inherent inability of the

method to separate structure and anisotropy from distortion effects.

Fig. 10 A Synthetic responses from a 1D model with 2 anisotropic layers. B Responses after applying
galvanic distortion and noise. C Responses recovered using the parameters obtained from the 3D/1Danis

parametrisation. Modified from Jones (2012a)
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2.4 Dimensionality Tools

In an isotropic Earth, dimensionality analysis allows discerning whether the regional

geoelectrical structures are 1D, 2D, or 3D and whether the MT responses are affected or

not by galvanic distortion. Dimensionality analysis methods are commonly based on the

use of the invariant parameters of the impedance tensor and a statistical analysis of the data

errors (see Martı́ 2006, Chapter 2 and references therein). The same procedure can be

extended to anisotropic structures, but, due to the higher number of parameters involved,

additional information is needed, such as the induction vectors, or the joint behaviour of

different sites and periods.

This complementarity between the use of rotational invariants and the comparison

between responses at different sites was already highlighted by Reddy and Rankin (1975)

some 38 years ago. They compared the responses from 3D isotropic structures and 2D

anisotropic ones (with general anisotropy). In both cases, the ‘‘additional impedances’’ (Zxx

and Zyy) are not necessarily zero, and both the skew ((Zxx ? Zyy)/(Zxy - Zyx)) and

ellipticity ((Zxx - Zyy)/(Zxy ? Zyx)) do not vanish. However, in the 3D cases, the

dimensionality coefficients and the impedances are space dependent, varying from one

sounding to another or from one profile to another, whereas in anisotropic 2D structures,

these parameters are invariant for profiles perpendicular to the structural strike. A very

important consequence of this is that it is always possible to use an array of magnetotelluric

soundings to distinguish anisotropic, two-dimensional structures from isotropic, two-

dimensional structures or three-dimensional structures.

Nowadays, the most common methods used for dimensionality analysis are the Strike

Decomposition Code (McNeice and Jones 2001), the Phase Tensor (Caldwell et al. 2004),

and the WAL invariants criteria (Weaver et al. 2000). The Strike Decomposition Code is a

hypothesis testing method to assess how well the data fits a 3D/2D model and thereby

extracts the best fitting 1D or 2D impedances statistically consistent with the full data set.

The phase tensor has the advantage that it is invariant under distortion, so it provides

information on the regional structures, whereas the WAL invariant method extracts full

information from the impedances and allows identifying distortion and recovering the

regional strike if applicable. The three methods are well established for isotropic structures.

It has only been more recently that these methods have been tested to analyse responses

from anisotropic media.

Regarding the use of the Strike Decomposition Code, it has been observed that for 2D

anisotropic models, the strike directions computed at a single site change along with the

period (Heise and Pous 2001), and how the strike direction and distortion parameters can

be incorrectly determined, except in areas where the twist and shear parameters are close to

zero (Miensopust and Jones 2011).

Heise et al. (2006) analysed the relationship between anisotropy and phase splits using

the phase tensor along with the resistivity and phase responses computed from synthetic

anisotropic models. For an anisotropic half-space, no phases splits are produced and the

phase tensor ellipses reduce to circles of unit one. For 1D models with a layer with vertical

and dipping uniaxial anisotropy, the phase split is caused by the conductivity change at the

interface between layers, and the phase tensor ellipses are oriented along the horizontal and

vertical axes (Fig. 11). The responses would be the same as in a 2D isotropic model only

that in the anisotropic cases at each site the same phase tensor sequence would be

observed. If the anisotropy of the layer has a different orientation, the phase tensor prin-

cipal axes are determined by the orientation of the equivalent azimuthal anisotropy. In

these examples, the phase tensors themselves do not provide enough information to
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identify anisotropy, and hence, in general, phase splits should not be interpreted as being

solely caused by anisotropic structures. In 2D, an example is shown to illustrate the

difficulty to distinguish between anisotropic and isotropic models, which produce very

similar phase tensor ellipses and induction arrows (Fig. 12). The main discussion of the

paper focuses on the fact that MT phase splits are different from seismic shear wave splits,

which are caused by the bulk anisotropic properties of the material, as evidenced by the

fact that a shear wave split will be observed at the surface of an anisotropic body but an

MT phase split will not. Direct information on the bulk conductivity is contained only in

the MT amplitude response, although it can be subject to distortions, making its inter-

pretation difficult. Preliminary results from the study by Rödder and Junge (2012) shows

Fig. 11 A 1D model with a vertically anisotropic layer (20/1,000/20 ohm�m). B xy and yx apparent
resistivities and phases (xx and yy components are null). Phases are represented using e?ixt convention,
where yx phase is shifted 180�. C Map view of the phase tensor ellipses at different periods. The yx
component is constant with the period, as there are no conductivity changes in this polarisation. The xy
component senses the changes from 1,000 to 20 ohm�m and again to 1,000 ohm�m. From Heise et al. (2006)

Fig. 12 2D anisotropic (A) and isotropic (B) models and the corresponding graphical representation of the
phase tensor ellipses and real induction arrows (C and D). From Heise et al. (2006)
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how, by combining the information from the MT phase tensor and the DC apparent

resistivity tensor, it is possible to uniquely identify the presence of anisotropy.

Martı́ et al. (2010) studied the imprints of anisotropic media responses in the WAL

rotational invariants. The tests were made using synthetic 1D and 2D anisotropic models,

computing the responses with the code of Pek and Verner (1997), and adding 1 % random

noise. The dimensionality analysis was then performed using the WALDIM (Martı́ et al.

2009) code, which takes into account the data errors. The results allowed extending the

WAL dimensionality criteria to include extra conditions that allow anisotropic media to be

distinguished from 2D isotropic ones (Table 2). An exception is the case where the

principal anisotropy directions are aligned with the measuring axes, then the information

from the induction arrows might be necessary (as noted in the synthetic tests of Berdi-

chevsky and Pushkarev 2006). Also, except in simple cases, anisotropy cannot be identified

from one site alone, and it is necessary to check for the full dimensionality pattern at

different periods (or sites), as in the following example.

Figure 13 shows two models with 2 anisotropic layers each, with different anisotropic

strikes. The dimensionality pattern for both is, from the shortest to the longest period, 1D

(corresponding to the first isotropic layer), 2D with 30� strike direction (corresponding to

the first anisotropic layer), 3D (due to an abrupt increase in the value of invariant I7, caused

by the inclusion of the second anisotropic layer), and finally 2D, with approximately 39�
strike, a value in between the two anisotropic strike values of the two layers, 30� and 45�.

In all 2D cases, after a statistical analysis of the results, the directions h2D (computed

independently from the real and imaginary part of the MT tensor) and h3D/2D (computed by

combining both real and imaginary parts) are non-significantly discrepant.

WAL dimensionality analysis was also carried out for the 2D models in Heise et al.

(2006) (models A and B, Fig. 12). The dimensionality pattern for the anisotropic and

isotropic models (models 4a and 4b in Fig. 14) is almost the same. A third model was

created as a modification of model 4a by rotating the anisotropic layer by 30�. The

dimensionality results (model 4c in Fig. 14) show a more complex pattern, with 2D cases

having different values of the strike computed from the real or imaginary part of the tensor,

an indication of anisotropy.

Table 2 Dimensionality criteria extended to anisotropic structures, characterised by the WAL invariants
criteria indicating isotropic 2D

Modified from Martı́ et al. (2010)
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The comparison of the dimensionality description obtained using the WAL invariants

criteria with the phase tensor diagrams in the tests performed allowed us to conclude

that in some cases both provide the same information (although in Martı́ et al. (2010),

there is an error in the representation of the phase tensor ellipses in the example of the

2D anisotropic model). Nevertheless, if phases do not change with the period, such as

in the case of an anisotropic half-space, only WAL criteria allow anisotropy to be

identified.

3 Inversion of Anisotropic Data

An appropriate inversion process in MT is a crucial step in order to obtain a reliable model

that fits the measured data and is consistent with other observed data. The problems that

might arise when not using the appropriate approaches according to the dimensionality of

Fig. 13 Left cross sections of two 1D models with two anisotropic layers. Right dimensionality pattern of
the corresponding responses, with the strike angles indicated. From Martı́ et al. (2010)

Fig. 14 Dimensionality patterns corresponding to the responses of models 4a (model A in Fig. 12), 4b
(model B in Fig. 12), and model 4c, which is a variation of model 4a with anisotropy rotated 308. Modified
from Martı́ et al. (2010)
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the data are well known in isotropic contexts (Ledo 2006 and references therein). Added to

the fact of the general non-uniqueness of the solutions to the inverse problem, in aniso-

tropic situations, additional conductivity components have to be resolved, giving rise to a

broader range of possible solutions. Some studies that compare the effects of inverting

anisotropic data using isotropic codes have been carried out, which have been compared

with the first results from new anisotropic inversion codes.

The effects of inverting anisotropic data using an isotropic 2D code were studied by

Heise and Pous (2001), before anisotropic inversion codes became available. The authors

showed that it is possible to obtain a macro-anisotropic model comprised of a sequence of

conductive and resistive dykes by jointly inverting TE and TM modes for some anisotropic

parameters and by using the correct strike direction. Wannamaker (2005) suggests an

alternative procedure, consisting in inverting one mode or combined modes for the period

range where the strike angle is constant. Then to invert the other mode’s data, keeping the

model close to the previous one, to obtain a smoother estimate of the deep anisotropic

conductivity values.

Since these studies, great progress has been made with regard to the development of

anisotropic inversion codes, and consequently a better understanding of the effects of

anisotropy in either isotropic or anisotropic inversion. In the following, I will change the

discourse to some of the most recently appeared MT inversion codes and their applications,

along with new studies on the effects of inverting anisotropic data using different approaches.

Pek and Santos (2006) presented their 1D azimuthally anisotropic algorithm, which can

be used as a practical tool to understand and analyse anisotropic data in a simple context

and to design 2D (or even 3D) test models for anisotropy simulation studies. The inversion

procedure allows for different regularisation parameters, such as smoothness and anisot-

ropy ratio. The code was used with a subset of MT data from the South Portuguese Zone

and Ossa Morena Zone in southern Portugal, with geological and geophysical indications

on possible anisotropy due to shearing and graphitisation. The resulting 1D anisotropic

models were then used to generate an initial 2D anisotropic model, which was modified by

trial and error.

As a useful tool for constrained inversion, Roux et al. (2011) put forth a genetic algorithm

code to jointly invert long period MT data and Rayleigh surface-wave dispersion curves, for

1D azimuthally anisotropic media, based on the isotropic Genetic Algorithm scheme of

Moorkamp et al. (2010). In their approach, the connection between the electrical and seismic

models is in their coincident interfaces and, within each layer, the free parameters are the

principal resistivities, shear wave velocities, the corresponding azimuths (which in some

cases, such as in the asthenosphere, are required to be the same), and thickness. The authors

applied the algorithm to invert MT and surface-wave data sets from Central Germany (DIE

site), which validated the code and provided new information on the deep structure of the

region. The model obtained (Fig. 15) allowed delineation of a common electrical and seismic

LAB (Lithosphere–Asthenosphere Boundary) at approximately 84 km depth. It also showed

an emerging agreement between the two anisotropic coefficients, of around one order of

magnitude (less than the two orders of magnitude defined on the basis of MT data alone by

Gatzemeier and Moorkamp 2005), with the electrical anisotropy most likely explained by

hydrogen diffusion (Gatzemeier and Tommasi 2006).

Using the same data, but after removing galvanic distortion effects (Jones 2012a),

Mandolesi (2013) presented a joint inversion scheme based on mutual information. In this

scheme, a reference model is fixed and the information shared with the conductivity

structure is maximised, through the computation of the joint probability distribution and

the minimisation of the entropy. As a reference model, the authors used a seismic model
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with minimum RMS, and the MT data corrected for distortion. The results agree with

previous studies and the strength of the method is that the use of an independent data set as

a reference improves the resolution in the resistive direction in the asthenosphere.

The first application of a 2D anisotropic inversion code was presented by Baba et al.

(2006) in marine MT data from the East Pacific Rise within the MELT experiment, using

the code of Mackie (2002) (which also corrects 3D topographic effects in the data). This

code searches for a 2D anisotropic model with anisotropy aligned with the structural

directions (along and across strike, and vertical) that fits either the TE and TM resistivity

and phase or the vertical magnetic transfer function, or all three. It uses the method of

nonlinear conjugate gradients (NLCG) with two regularisation parameters: smoothness and

anisotropy. In this case, strike was along the rise axis, and TE and TM resistivities and

phases were inverted. Given the broad range of possible models that such types of

inversion can generate, different values for the smoothness and the anisotropy ratio reg-

ularisation parameters as well as initial models were tested. The final anisotropic model

presented a better data fit than previous isotropic models (as expected due to the greater

number of degrees of freedom permitted). An isotropic resistive zone was interpreted as a

region of mantle that has undergone melting at the ridge and has been depleted of water,

whereas vertical and horizontal anisotropic features were related with melting aligned in

the vertical direction and to the presence of hydrogen in olivine (Fig. 16). The code was

also used in the studies of Matsuno et al. (2010) for the Mariana subduction system, where

anisotropy was found to be weak; and Evans et al. (2011) in the Kaapvaal craton, in which

the model was compatible with an isotropic model as well.

Pek et al. (2011) presented the state of the art of their 2D inversion code for arbitrary

anisotropy, which, although still at a preliminary stage, shows promising results, as illus-

trated in the application to real data. The inversion is based on Occam’s inverse strategy,

using NLCG, where the penalties are the structural complexity and anisotropy. The forward

problem and parametric sensitivities can be computed using finite volumes. Model

parameters are the 6 conductivity components at each cell and the inverted data are the 4

complex components of the impedance tensor plus the 2 complex vertical transfer functions,

for a total of 12 data per frequency. Figure 17 shows an example of an inversion from

synthetic data. The true model (bottom right panel) consists of a near-surface anisotropic

Fig. 15 Joint MT and seismic models: In black a minimum (solid lines) and maximum (dashed lines)
resistivities on A logarithmic scale, and electrical anisotropy azimuth, B mean values of shear wave
velocities, azimuthal anisotropy coefficient and fast-propagation azimuth. Grey lines represent all the
possible solutions fitting the data sets within error bars. Background colours represent, for a certain depth,
the number of models within a given interval for each inversion parameter. Modified from Roux et al. (2011)
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block, underlain by a layer separated in sections with different anisotropic properties. This

type of model can produce MT phases rolling out of their natural quadrant, which may be a

source of difficulty for the inversion procedure. However, in this particular case, it does not

happen in the model coordinate frame. The inversion was run for all three principal resis-

tivities and for the anisotropic strike, assuming uniaxial anisotropy. In general, the inverse

model captures the true structure satisfactorily, especially the anisotropic block and the right

most anisotropic layer. The authors conclude that, as in the 1D case, the most reliable

inversions result from structures with azimuthal anisotropy and the anisotropic dip is

unresolvable without additional information; vertical resistivity is almost indistinguishable

in 2D models in spite of its irreplaceable role in the forward responses; and, because of the

structural and anisotropy penalties, care must be taken when interpreting resistivities from

dipping structures. In application to real data, the code was used to invert data from the

Southern Portuguese Zone and the Ossa Morena Zone in southern Portugal (Pous et al.

2004), and from the BC87 data set, obtaining a satisfactory fit to the experimental data.

However, a lot of open questions still remain, such as how do static distortions and 3D

effects interfere with 2D anisotropic structures, how does one determine the structural

strike, and issues related to the inversion of anomalous MT phases.

As mentioned, there are no 3D anisotropic inversion codes available in MT. However, a

starting point can be the 3D inversion codes for marine CSEM data, with transverse

anisotropy. Newman et al. (2010) successfully applied a 3D code with transverse anisotropy

in synthetic and real (Troll field and Campos Basin) contexts. The code solves the forward

problem using finite differences and the inversion is performed using nonlinear conjugate

gradients based on a regularised least squares approach. The authors have extended the code

to jointly image CSEM and MT data, to improve the resolution, although this has not been

applied yet (G. Newman, pers. comm.), and they also point to the difficulty of considering

Fig. 16 2D resistivity A isotropic and B anisotropic models obtained using the anisotropic inversion in this
study and C model presented by Evans et al. (1999). The rise axis is located at 0 km on the horizontal axis,
and triangles indicate the locations of the MT measurements. Modified from Baba et al. (2006)
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arbitrary anisotropy. Sasaki (2011) presented an anisotropic 3D joint inversion code for

CSEM and MT data, with transverse anisotropy, based on the Gauss–Newton approach and

finite-difference modelling. Using a synthetic example, the author emphasises the fact that,

in the presence of an anisotropic reservoir, CSEM inline data have sensitivity to the vertical

resistivity and the overburden, whereas broadside data are more sensitive to the horizontal

resistivity. Hence, MT (mainly sensitive to horizontal resistivity) can improve the resolution

of the model, especially when only inline data are available.

Miensopust and Jones (2011), motivated by the presence of an unusual bent conductive

body in a 2D model obtained in the ZIM profile (northeastern Botswana) using an isotropic

code, studied the artefacts that can be obtained when inverting anisotropic data for isotropic

models. They used different 2D models with a layered isotropic background and anisotropic

blocks, resembling the resistivity distribution found in the study area, where anisotropy is due

to the presence of a dyke swarm. The responses were computed using the code of Pek and

Verner (1997) and inverted using the code of Mackie (2002), by enforcing isotropic models

and anisotropic ones for comparison, and by changing different parameters in the model. For

isotropic inversions, the effects created by the anisotropic structures are that resistivity values

can be overestimated, horizontal conductive layers can appear downward bent, and interface

depths might not be properly located. Such artefacts are more evident for large anisotropic

strikes and the wider and thicker are the anisotropic blocks. The results from these tests made

suspect that the conductive area observed in the ZIM profile is probably an artefact due to

anisotropy. This conductor is located under the Okavango Dyke Swarm (ODS), where dykes

have an azimuth of 75� with respect to the profile azimuth. By inverting the data from this area

using the anisotropic code, the ODS extends only to crustal depths, and the conductor beneath

appears more horizontal (Fig. 18).

Another study was performed by Schmoldt and Jones (2012), which presented an

approach to invert 3D data with two oblique directions, using 1D anisotropic (Pek and

Fig. 17 Inversion of noisy synthetic MT data generated by a model of a shallow, strongly anisotropic
anomaly and a layer of moderate anisotropy increasing from the left to the right beneath the anomalous
block. The panels show the principal resistivities (top), anisotropy strike and anisotropy ratio (aS, mani,
bottom panels) recovered by the inversion. The bottom rightmost panel shows the geometry and parameters
of the true model generating the data (resistivities are given in ohm�m). The regularisation weights used are
ks = 10, ka = 3. The inverse model’s RMS is 1.060. Modified from Pek et al. (2011)
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Santos 2006) and 2D anisotropic (Mackie 2002) inversions. The tests were performed by

inverting data from a 3D model with two orthogonal crust and mantle structures, along a

profile oblique to both structures. The 2D models obtained (or stack of 1D models) from

the inversion results allowed the identification of certain features of the 3D model.

4 Case Studies

Finally, in this section, I would like to mention some of the case studies involving

anisotropy using MT that have appeared since the last review by Wannamaker (2005).

Frederiksen et al. (2006) combined MT, seismic (Lithoprobe) and teleseismic (from the

POLARIS experiment) data to study upper mantle fabrics of the Eastern Canadian Shield

across the Grenville Front. The geoelectrical strike agrees well with seismic SKS results,

for which they conclude that the upper lithosphere contains thin anisotropic layers, related

to relicts of lower crustal materials or slabs related to paleo-subduction, whereas the lower

lithosphere is more ductile and uniformly anisotropic.

Rosell (2012) revisited the MT data from the Alberta Province, where previous studies

(Boerner et al. 2000) had shown solid evidence of anisotropy at lithospheric levels, and

added data from a new profile to the study. The dimensionality analysis of the data using

complementary tools (WALDIM and Strike decomposition) led to contradictory results,

which was interpreted as being caused by the presence of electrical anisotropy. The results

from the models constructed using a 2D anisotropic code allowed identifying anisotropy in

both the crust and lithospheric mantle.

In the MT study of Wannamaker et al. (2008) across the Great Basin–Colorado Tran-

sition Zone, the 2D model obtained from isotropic inversion imaged two narrow steep

conductors separated by steep resistive zones, which were identified as artefacts due to the

presence of anisotropy. This anisotropy was interpreted as interconnected melt in the upper

mantle, which has supplied magma to the lower crust, consistent with shear wave splitting

observations and extensional mantle melting models.

Naif et al. (2013) inverted MT data from the subduction zone of the Cocos plate

offshore Nicaragua using a 2D code (Key and Ovall 2011) including anisotropy. The

resulting model images an anisotropic conductive layer (45–70 km depth) beneath a

resistive oceanic lithosphere, which is interpreted as a partially molten layer with higher

conductivity in the direction parallel to the plate motion. This indicates that the melt has

Fig. 18 Isotropic and anisotropic inversion results of the ODS part of the ZIM profile. From Miensopust
and Jones (2011)
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been sheared into tube-like structures and that the LAB acts as a low viscosity channel that

decouples the overlying brittle lithosphere from the deeper convecting mantle.

Brasse et al. (2009) characterised the lower crust in the South Chilean continental

margin as anisotropic, interpreted as caused by the presence of fluids and fractures, with a

direction oblique to the continental margin but in accordance with the stress field in the

region of the volcanic arc.

Padilha et al. (2006) analysed the geoelectric strikes from MT data and shear wave

splitting parameters to study the degree and orientation of strain in the subcontinental

mantle in central–southeastern Brasil. 3D forward modelling tests indicated that the ocean

affects the tipper magnitude and direction, whereas an anisotropic layer in the upper mantle

accounted for the measured strike directions, agreeing with the fast polarisation of

S-waves. The anisotropy ratio is low, so it can be interpreted as intrinsic anisotropy of

aligned olivine crystals, with some additional mechanism in localised regions.

In the Betic Cordillera (Western Mediterranean), Ruiz-Constán et al. (2010) inferred the

presence of electrical anisotropy in the upper mantle based on analysis of the strikes and

induction arrows from an MT NS profile. However, the study of Martı́ et al. (2012) of a

broader area, analysing data from both the impedances and the tippers, found that the data

are influenced mainly by 3D effects.

In the African continent, several MT studies have shown evidence of electrical

anisotropy (Weckmann 2012 and references therein). Here are the most recent:

Hamilton et al. (2006) inferred the presence of electrical anisotropy from the analysis of

MT strikes in the southern African lithosphere and compared the results with SKS data.

Because of the broad range of penetration depths in the area, the Strike Decomposition was

performed after a frequency–depth Niblett-Bostick (NB) conversion. In the crust, the

directions of the anisotropy change across terrane boundaries. In the upper mantle, the

results are not consistent with the SKS results, for which electrical anisotropy is mainly

caused by large-scale structures, and the causes for seismic anisotropy probably have a

weak electrical signature. Jones et al. (2009b) presented maps of the electrical anisotropy at

100 and 200 km for the same region, computed from an NB approximation, and correlated

the limits between the isotropic and anisotropic as target areas for the possible presence of

diamondiferous kimberlites.

Häuserer and Junge (2011) studied the crustal structure of the Rwenzori Mountains in

Uganda using an MT survey. Using an alternative representation of the phase tensor (in the

form of bars), the disagreement between the phase tensor invariants and the small induction

arrows was explained as anisotropy directly beneath the Moho, with an anisotropy ratio of

at least 10, which might be caused by the presence of wet olivine in the upper mantle with

a preferred orientation.

In the Eastern Indian Craton, Shalivahan and Bhattacharya (2005) performed an MT

broadband study, where data were modelled as 2D, as indicated by dimensionality analysis

results. The model showed a rare high resistive continental lower crust (1 S conductance),

which provided a window to resolve the mantle structure underneath. 1D anisotropic

modelling (suggested by the consistent phase splitting of the data and negligible induction

arrows) depicted an anisotropic mantle at depths of 175 km, with a direction oblique to the

present-day Indian Plate movement. The discrepancy was interpreted as either resistance to

mantle flow by present-day motion, complex convection of the mantle or a combination of

both.

Patro et al. (2005) studied the crustal structure below the Deccan Flood Basalts (India).

The isotropic models showed high resistive values with the presence of subvertical zones

of enhanced conductivity in the middle-lower crust. These were interpreted as partly
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reactivated faults and fractures of the Precambrian basement, and the use of a forward

anisotropic code confirmed the presence of conductive dykes in the lower crust.

Le Pape et al. (2012) revisited the magnetotelluric models from the northern part of the

Tibetan Plateau and performed an anisotropic inversion (using the code of Mackie 2002),

obtaining evidence of anisotropy, which was interpreted to be related to melt intrusion

north of the Kunlun Fault. The geometry of this intrusion was tested in a 3D model, in

which the responses agreed with a finger-type intrusion, as opposed to a single intrusion.

Southwest of this region, in the Main Central Thrust Zone of the Sikkim Himalaya, Pavan

Kumar and Manglik (2012) observed anomalous MT phases which were modelled locally

as an anisotropic block on top of an anisotropic layer with different anisotropic strikes. The

model was supported by the presence of graphite-bearing schists within the High Hima-

layan Crystallines, although other hypotheses (such as strong resistivity contrasts) were not

ruled out.

Heinson and White (2005) illustrate two possible interpretations for the electrical nature

of the lithosphere of the North Australian Craton from a marine MT study in the Gulf of

Carpentaria, off the north coast of Australia. Using 1D or 2D anisotropic inversions, the

data can fit either a model with anisotropy (with an anisotropy ratio higher than 100) in the

lower crust or a 2D model with an isotropic lithosphere with lateral variations in upper

mantle resistivity of a factor of 10. However, considering other geological and geophysical

constraints, the heterogeneous model is preferred, where the variations in resistivity can be

attributed to temperature changes.

5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper has reviewed the main theoretical aspects necessary to understand how elec-

trical anisotropy in the Earth affects magnetotelluric responses in different dimensionality

settings, including the main steps involved in the analysis, modelling and inversion of MT

data.

To summarise, I address again the questions raised in the introduction:

a. How does anisotropy affect the magnetotellurics responses?

In 1D anisotropic models, the impedance responses resemble those from 2D isotropic

ones, but with the particularity that the magnetic transfer functions are null with the rep-

etition of the responses observed at different sites. An important feature is that when more

than one anisotropy azimuth is involved, the impedance tensor is not diagonalisable at some

periods and has a quasi-3D form. In 2D, the responses are more or less complex depending

on whether Maxwell’s equations can be decoupled or not. Not so well known is the fact that,

in some situations, the induction arrows can be null as well. For 3D anisotropic structures,

the solutions take the general form. Even in the simplest cases, the responses do not fully

characterise the conductivity tensor, making the solution to the inverse problem non-unique.

Weidelt’s statement that anisotropic responses can be explained with a 3D isotropic model

must be understood as a consequence of the lack of resolution at the investigation depth.

This equivalence has been successfully applied to reproduce macro-anisotropic structures,

but it should be considered carefully because even the simplest models (e.g., anisotropic

half-space) cannot always be explained by a 3D model.
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b. How to identify its footprint?

In the responses themselves, anisotropy can be identified by apparent inconsistencies

between TE and TM responses and induction vectors, and by phases rolling out of their

quadrant (PROQ). However, phases out of quadrant can also be explained by strong galvanic

distortion, 2D structures with high resistivity contrasts, 3D conductive bodies generating

strong current channelling or a superposition of different effects. An important limitation is

that for realistic situations with weak anisotropy, these footprints are not evident.

Using dimensionality tools, it is possible to identify anisotropy, with some remarks.

Results have to be processed within a statistical framework and interpreted from joint

dimensionality analysis at different sites and periods (as opposed to isotropic dimension-

ality analysis). It is important that all the data components are used, including the tipper if

possible, to solve possible ambiguities. Inconsistencies between different dimensionality

tools (e.g., WALDIM, strike analysis) might indicate anisotropy as well.

Additionally, anisotropy can be identified in the results from data inversion: Unrealistic

features can be identified as anisotropic artefacts, or a succession of conductive and

resistive bodies can be labelled as macro-anisotropy.

c. How to proceed in real situations, with modelling codes and strategies for inversion?

One should check whether data are really anisotropic by looking for evidence from MT

and other data: most of the MT studies advocating electrical anisotropy are supported by

other anisotropic evidence (usually seismic anisotropy); and, therefore rule out 3D effects:

if 3D model responses cannot fit the full data set (or if the 3D model is totally unrealistic),

anisotropy might be needed to explain the responses.

In recent years, a great step forward has been taken with the development and intro-

duction of new forward and anisotropic inversion codes. It is recommended to test the data

with different codes. Even if structure is more complex, 1D inversion results can be used to

construct 2D anisotropic models. However, the solution is non-unique, even in 1D. It is

worth taking into account that anisotropy affects only sites above and surrounding, and

hence it is possible to model the rest of the data using isotropic codes. Corroborations with

other data are still necessary (e.g., seismic), and joint inversion can be the key to do so.

I conclude this review by mentioning that, in the last 7 years, a significant number of

MT studies have included anisotropy in their analyses, considering a wide range of

interpretations for its likely causes in most cases supported by other data sets.
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